0007.02.99 #2006 Phila. Demolition – Rear of 206 N. 5th. St. Looking Northeast 1-12-25, (three bare trees in foreground, ladder laying on its side beneath center tree with pipes, bldgs in various stages of demolition in center of photo, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.100 #2208 Camden Approach – Boring Machine at S.E. Cor. 4th. & Pearl Sts. 1-12-25, (three men with machine in center of photo, wooden fence in background with words POST NO BILLS, bare trees on left side, snow and ice on street, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.101 #2013 Underpinning St. George’s Church – Phila. 1-19-25, (nine men looking at photographer, building in center of photo, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.102 #2014 Demolition of St. John’s Church – Phila. 1-19-25, (two motor trucks in center of photo, two standing walls of building have arched windows, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.103 #2015 Phila. Abutment at 4th. St. – Looking West 1-19-25, (cityscape, steeple in background, stone wall in center of photo, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.104 #2023 Phila. Approach – Looking Northeast from Lawrence St. 1-26-25, (three men in center with a wheeled cart among reinforcing rods, buildings in background, photographer stamp on back)

0007.02.105 #2033 Camden Demolition – 417 N 4th. St. Looking Southwest 1-26-25, (half of a stone house with two protruding windows with sign E.G. TORAM LAWYER, 417 on door transom)

0007.02.106 #2041 Cable Squeezing Frame – North Cable, Main Span 1-31-25, (steel tower frame in background)

0007.02.107 #2047 Phila. Demolition 5th. & Race Sts. – Looking Northwest 2-9-25 (Wet street corner, horse drawn wagon on extreme left, woman in center at corner in front of partially torn down bldgs., steeple in background, photographer stamp on back)